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Microsoft® Image Manipulating Video Conferencing System 

Video Conferencing Patent 
 

Pan, Tilt, Zoom and Face Tracking 
Now available for third party licensing 

 
U.S. Patent # 5,438,357 Image Manipulating Video Conferencing System 
 
The Image Manipulating Teleconferencing System is a video conferencing system that allows for natural 
eye contact between parties.  The object of the invention is to provide conferees with a means to have the 
natural conversational appearance of eye contact and provide conferees with automatic tracking of their 
own image while video conferencing.  The system consists of two or more computers which are connected 
to allow a video conference to occur.  Each computer consists of a screen to display an image of a remote 
party (conferee) and a webcam to transmit an image of the local party (conferee) to the remote screen.  
The webcam is conveniently located above the screen, beyond the perimeter of the image.  Microphones 
and speakers are also provided to allow the conferees to hear as well as speak to one another.  Eye 
contact is provided, despite the mounting of the webcam above eye level, by manipulating the image of a 
conferee to remove any distortion caused by webcam placement and to redirect the apparent direction of 
the conferee’s gaze.  Image manipulation can also simulate zooming, tilting, and panning of the webcam  
by expanding that part  the webcam field that frames the conferee to fill the screen and by keeping the 
conferee’s image centered regardless of movement of the conferee. 
 
Licensing Audience 
Manufacturers of video cameras (webcams), video conferencing systems, retail brands selling webcams 
into the consumer and commercial markets, manufacturers of ASICs/chipsets used in webcams and video 
conferencing products. 
 
 
Benefits to Manufacturers and OEMs 
Patent License rights to the invention of popular features found on many web cameras and video 
conferencing systems including: 

• Automatic pan, tilt and zoom to keep the speaker centered in an image 
• Image manipulation providing the appearance of eye contact  
• Automatic tracking and framing of the image 
 

 
For an example of a Microsoft webcam product featuring this technology check out this link: Microsoft® 
LifeCam VX-6000 with automatic face tracking software  
 

 
 
 
 
For information on licensing exciting new desktop and mobile peripheral technologies through Microsoft’s 
Hardware Intellectual Property Licensing Program contact: iplg@microsoft.com 

http://www.microsoft.com/hardware/digitalcommunication/ProductDetails.aspx?pid=002&active_tab=overview
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